CROOKED EMPLOYEES MUST
GO……but not to jail..!..
The “moral compass” guiding many employees seems to be
not only upside-down, but also sinking into oblivion.
WITNESS:
• More than 400,000 potential fraud investigations at the
State of California Unemployment Department. Many
are internal employee corruption ignited and sustained.
• Billions of dollars stolen from Federal and State
governments by administrative and operational
employees collaborating with seasoned criminals.
• Law enforcement officers cheating the public to the
tune of millions of tax dollars by falsifying work sheets
and time cards.
• Retail store and restaurant employees embezzling and
hijacking products/services; the result according to
study analysis indicates 25% to 35% inventory
shrinkage, and revenue loss from 6% to 12% yearly.
• Brand Name company employees enabling a “black
marketplace” pathway for billions of dollars in phony
product replicates {knock-offs}.
• Billion dollar per year crooked internet-hacker
organizations fueling cyberattacks; fed and sustained
by the victim’s employees, who breach trust and “badactor” collaborate at all security levels.
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While these illegal activities have long been identified and
recognized, the recent Covid Pandemic exacerbated the
problems, because vigilance suffered while humans were
suffering with the virus. Further, the pandemic opened the
“economic money valves” to access huge cash pipelines
from government, private industry, and not-for-profit
enterprises.
While youth moral doctrine, religious training, and effective
parenting are all issues when evaluating the REASONS for
so-called “moral-compass-degradation”….those platforms
are the arena of separate experts and commentators. Our
proposition and solution addresses HOW to diminish the
problem as one key component of a multifaceted community
plague. Further, our concepts are designed to be a GAME
CHANGER culturally, so the current toxic approach is
gradually replaced.
= THE CURRENT TOXIC PHILOSOPHY =
As the title of this proposition infers, the entire
implementation within today’s criminal justice system is
PENAL ORIENTED. Simply stated, “beat the motivation out of
the offender” by way of PUNISHMENT instead of instilling
motivation to reform. What is it NOT achieving..?..
• NOT rehabilitation.
• NOT re-training.
• NOT work ethic indoctrination.
• NOT moral mentoring.
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• NOT instilling new skills and worker expertise.
• NOT motivating the worker to want substantive
improvement.
• NOT recidivism focused; intensive studies are ignored.
In summary, most criminal justice systems are inherently
defective because the operating pathways typically
incubate amateur wrong-doers into hardened criminals.
WITNESS:
Pulitzer Prize Winner Robert Greene observed thusly “We must build a system of care that fosters health and
justice, and deconstruct the costly police-and-prisons
infrastructure that we foolishly built instead. When the
pandemic crisis abates and we have caught our collective
breath, we can ask ourselves why we lock-up so many
suspects, defendants, and convicts in the first
place…AND…whether they all need to be behind bars for the
rest of us to be safe.”
He further remarks about the pervasive SUBSTANCE-ABUSE
CRISIS in the USA:
Our criminal justice system infrastructure… “led directly to
the nation we now inhabit; overwhelmed by serious illness,
fear, anger, mutual distrust, and a level of inequity and
incompetence that mocks our self-image as Americans…We
have in our hands the power to destroy ourselves, and one
another, and we seem bent on exercising it.”
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WITNESS:
My personal experience after being wrongfully and
grievously charged with a felonious crime:
= Excerpt from ALLUS IN TRAUMALAND =
- “EXTORTION Means setting up outside-the-prison influences to threaten, harass, and steal.
There always are prison gangs and ambitious groups preying on the families
of prisoners.
Those prison families are motivated to provide cash, special favors,
and material resources to their prisoner relatives and friends.
My business exposure had fine-tuned my instincts; particularly the rule whereby
‘there is no free lunch”.
My enthusiastic and welcoming cellmates must have a hidden agenda, just like
the March Hare during Alice in Wonderland's ambition to extricate from her
journey.
Thus began the next stage in my transition from a crucible to a painful cross.
The next week would further enlighten me about the cruelties of human slavery;
how the UPSIDE-DOWN prison system threatens the public, instead of protecting
the public’s welfare.
My cellmate hosts were “gang-bangers” committed to every larceny imaginable.
They were not only street-smart youths, but also quite industrious. Whatever not
known to them prior to incarceration was soon taught to them by the prison
population. At this particular prison, there were no “reform and redemption
programs”.
Not surprisingly, this is the primary reason those inadequacies undermine the
welfare of the general public. A twenty-year-old potentially worthwhile citizen
enters prison an amateur lawbreaker, but exits as an educated criminal expert.
So in exchange for my own bunk bed (yes, the concrete floor was the third
lounge) my two cellmates thoroughly enjoyed my presence as entertainment.
Sheer boredom and innate intellectual curiosity motivated many hours of
insightful questions.
Their myriad recipe of criminally educated probing techniques gleaned
information to be used for illegal schemes.
An example is prying constantly into my personal circumstances to record names
and knowledge about family, friends, and business associates.
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These no doubt would represent a trove of jewels passed to outside gang
members for purposes of extortion and thievery. Another was searching through
my logbook when asleep and extracting anything there. After one night it was
obvious. Upset, I had to ask the police security to safeguard the only tangible
resource remaining on my person when inside the cave-cell.
. Their detective activity and jigsaw puzzle degenerated; one of the cellmates
asked me to arrange his marriage to my daughter!
His reasoning?

Because any woman married to the same man for a decade had to be looking
for “adventure and revival”. AND… Any man married for a decade without
mistresses was suspect; my son-in-law must be homosexual; certainly my
daughter would be grateful to me when my son-in-law came out of the closet, so
my cell-mate would keep her sexually satisfied daily.
Such is the result when prisoners are denied continuous ethical improvement
and basic schooling while incarcerated.
-ANDBoredom breeds insanity!
Irrespective, these “gangstas” had touched a volatile nerve.
Most fathers will understand my repulsion and anger as the stressful days
unfolded.”

= BACK TO THE BEGINNING =
My personal experience exemplifies our bottom-line
summary: …..current penal infrastructures are incubators for
magnified criminal conduct, instead of “healing stations”
and long term solutions…..
PROPOSITIONS:
= HEALING {demarcation} STATION #1 =
A process classified as demarcation. This means identifying
those CROOKED EMPLOYEES (and all law violators) who
commit non-violent crimes. It’s critical to segregate so-
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called “body-injury-criminals” from the misdemeanor and
felony NON violent bad actors.
Prosecutors know innately WHO qualifies; Courtroom Judges
are a reliable and copious source because they typically
frown about limited alternatives; they will welcome a NEW
pathway to gain peace-of-mind about their judgments.
= HEALING {indoctrination} STATION #2 =
A series of educational eye-eye seminars designed to instill
motivation and imbue appreciation for a professionally
structured “Core Improvement & Vitality Program”. These
sessions serve to describe and tutor the incarcerated BAD
ACTORS pursuant to the skill building and craft teaching
agendas. In essence, this stage of the Core Improvement &
Vitality Program focuses on persuading the BAD ACTORS
whereby the benefits are obvious, valuable, and long lasting.
= HEALING {cottages concept} STATION #3 =
Educational sessions designed to instill collaborative and
participative motivation. The COTTAGES DOMICILE is
presented as a humane and comfortable abode, not a
jail/prison environment. Slave conditions and dungeons are
addressed and totally rejected, so the BAD ACTOR accedes
to the benefits of the Core Improvement & Vitality Program.
= HEALING {menu revelation} STATION # 4 =
Educational sessions designed to describe and illuminate.
The BAD ACTORS are introduced to the skill building topics
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and the crafts tutoring available to all the participants in the
Core Improvement & Vitality Program.
= HEALING {menu evaluation} STATION # 5 =
The BAD ACTORS study their program menu preferences.
This is a process of elimination because many selections
will be emotional instead of intellectual. The parties must
comprehend the positives and negatives of their program
menu preferences. For instance, elderly and retired and
homeless persons should serve as MENTORS. However,
there certainly will be BAD ACTORS who already have skills
and crafts capabilities; these program participants can
accelerate to the paid hourly jobs available and sponsored
within the Core Improvement & Vitality Program.
= HEALING {menu selection} STATION # 6 =
The BAD ACTOR selects the endeavor(s) to commit and
pursue within the Core Improvement & Vitality Program.
The menu from which the selection(s) has occurred is:
CRAFTS TRAINING MENU –
1. Ceramic Products
2. Glassware Products
3. Fiber + Textile Clothing
4. Flower Arrangements
5. Leatherwork: furniture and hi-demand products
6. Houseware Products
7. Fashion Design and Execution
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8. Needlework Products
9. Paper Craft Artistry
10.

Food Menu Preparation, Cooking, Serving

11.

Nutritional Cooking Methodology

SKILL DEVELOPMENT MENU –
1. Micro-farming 24/7
2. Forest & Park Ranger Training
3. Solar & Wind Energy Technicians
4. CAREGIVING Retired & Elderly Patients
5. CAREGIVING Homeless Persons (all ages)
6. CAREGIVING – Homeless Person Administration –
7. Plumbing/Roofing/Carpenter/Electrical Trades
8. Alluvial House Foundations (Cottages)
9. Alluvial Wall & Decking Structures (Cottages)
10.

Disaster Technical Assistant Training

11.

Disaster Cleanup Crew Techniques

12.

Medical Emergency Technicians

NOTE: all skills are injected at the Apprentice Level and all
evolve into the Journeyman Level (JOB QUALIFIED).
= HEALING {instructor staffing} STATION # 7 =
These training courses and sessions require competent
instructors. First and foremost, staffing selections should
emanate from current “jailhouse” employees. There are
compelling arguments to deploy existing security personnel
whenever feasible, not least of which is specialized
lawbreaker handling.
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It’s reasonable to assume that voluminous current prison
guards and support staff will be stimulated by the merits
inherent at the Core Improvement & Vitality Program. For
instance, it is well known whereby jail and prison security
personnel experience “career/burnout fatigue” rapidly due to
repetition and adverse public perception. Conversely, the
Core Improvement & Vitality Program triggers career
elevating opportunities, prominence, pride-in-performance,
and discernible dedication to the “public good”.
Management selecting instructors should also target socalled HOMELESS PERSONS who are mentally stable. Since
the Core Improvement & Vitality Program demands “realworld” expertise, homeless and retired persons should be
recruited to lend skillsets that long-life experiences convey.
Further, this plan is synergistic because homeless and
elderly persons are often seeking mental stimulation, plus
psychological benefit (self-worth-enhancement).
When additional and supplemental instructors are required,
then conventional classroom teaching and educator
resources should be accessed.
*IMPORTANT*
It is anticipated that private industry and not-for-profit
organizations will sponsor and partially underwrite the
educational activities. Simply stated, corporate citizens and
charitable groups comprehend the dividends derived from
community upgrades, and cultural investment. Further, the
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skills injected translate into “ready-to-hire” workers who
possess desirable and favorable moral standards.
= HEALING {ethical conduct} STATION #8 =
Religious doctrine and worship ceremony practitioners must
be recruited to provide CORE VALUE presentations. While
these activities are strictly elective, they should be
promoted and encouraged.
It’s strategic to operate ethical conduct indoctrination
sessions as less visible and low-key. However, there is no
doubt that the Core Improvement & Vitality Program targets
moral standards, and mental maturity tool-kits.
= HEALING {mental disorder} STATION #9 =
Criminologists portend more than fifty (50%) of illegal
activity is committed by offspring (DNA) of lawbreaking
families. Further, Narcissism is chronic among BAD
ACTORS. A large percentage of criminal behavior has
SUBSTANCE ABUSE as the nexus.
These mental disorders are not therapy conditions; instead
they are brain deficiencies. It’s vital to employ competent
medically licensed psychiatrists for purposes of treatment
and possible long-term-cure. Unlike ethical indoctrination
which is elective, medical treatment must be mandatory.
= HEALING {income benefit} STATION #10 =
The Core Improvement & Vitality Program members are paid
Apprenticeship wages in accordance with federal
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guidelines. There is no “disparity” compared to Journeyman
wages since ROOM + BOARD are the tangible and ancillary
wage enhancement paid to the worker. Cash wages are
either disbursed to a marriage partner, legally supported
children, or secured in a bank savings account until the
member exits the incarceration stage.
= HEALING {Cottages} STATION #11 =
The COTTAGES utilized within the Core Improvement &
Vitality Program are the domiciles provided to the BAD
ACTORS while incarcerated. They are designed to be
functionally comfortable worker platforms. For instance,
every Cottage has a MICROFARM growing on all sidewalls.
The roof contains SOLAR & WIND devices so the dwelling is
self-powered and absent costly utilities. All BAD ACTORS
are required to maintain and constantly improve the tangible
benefits from the Cottages Operating Recipe. Failure by the
occupants translates into unhappy moments (hot-cold-darkzero electricity environments). This concept triggers
precious household management expertise {for eventual
usage by BAD ACTORS after converting into productive
persons}.
The COTTAGES are built and erected by the BAD ACTORS.
The highest paid apprenticeship jobs are enjoyed by those
workers who reliably perform.
= HEALING {synergistic cornucopia} STATION #12 =
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The COTTAGES are provided for BAD ACTOR occupancy, and
also HOMELESS PERSONS who are displaced, houseless,
vagrant, destitute, etc.
• The Core Improvement & Vitality Program is
synergistic.
• Core Improvement Members (BAD ACTORS) monitor and
assist Homeless-Person occupants.
• Homeless-Person occupants SHEPHERD and mentor
members within the Core Improvement & Vitality
Program.
• BOTH segments represent potential managers and
workers in the “homeless-infrastructure” marketplace.
• There are elaborate and intensive SHELTERING
programs igniting as a result of state and federal
legislature funding.
• ALL these somewhat disparate programs have one
common denominator, which is:
•

The unequivocal necessity for TRAINED
ADMINISTRATIVE + OPERATING TECHNICIANS + task
workers to support the infrastructure necessary to
execute SHELTERING programs successfully.

SUMMARY:
The herein composed Core Improvement & Vitality
Program progressively and productively describes
SOLUTIONS, not fantasies. It is a sophisticated yet
practical “century enduring” GAME CHANGER.
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TO REFINE THE OPENING HEADLINE TO THIS NARRATIVE:

CROOKED EMPLOYEES MUST
GO….
BUT NOT TO JAIL….
INSTEAD TO THE “COTTAGES”
AND THE CORE IMPROVEMENT
& VITALITY PROGRAM = END OF THE BEGINNING =

*IMPORTANT SEPARATE NOTATIONS AND NOTICES*
1] This narrative is Intellectual Property. A filing for
COPYRIGHT has been registered with the USA Copyright
Office.
2] This narrative contains Intellectual Property which should
be protected by TRADEMARK registration. Accordingly,
application is progressing for several protections at the
United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).
3] Readers on Page 4 of this narrative referring to Allus In
Traumaland may locate the complete storyline text by
accessing our website: www.slaverylingers.com
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*IMPORTANT NOTATIONS & NOTICES CONTINUED*
4] Our website (www.slaverylingers.com) should be studied
for purposes of further research about our organization and
philosophies.
5] Our website (www.slaverylingers.com) should be
accessed for information about the COTTAGES which are a
key component of this operating concept.
6] For awareness purposes, we have acquired the DOMAIN
as follows:
www.crookedemployeesmustgo.com
We are separately pursuing www.crookedemployee.com at
this writing.
7] Our website (www.slaverylingers.com) includes
information about the construction of the COTTAGES
DOMICILE and illustrates how solar electric power and
micro-farming are integrated.
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